The ISO 45001 standard has been conceived to be applicable for organizations of all types and sizes and is related by its structure to standards of the EN ISO 9001 and EN ISO 14001 series so that it may be possible to create an Occupational health and safety management system at the same time with quality management system and environmental management system.

Just like the environmental management system it is based on an analysis of environmental aspects, application of ISO 45001 is based on an analysis and minimisation of risks.

The main purpose of application of the standard is to direct organisations to proposing and implementing measures that eliminate and curb hazards wherever possible or isolate employees from them. Should this not be possible work activity must be planned and managed by means of organizational measures in such a manner that its performance is safe and does not jeopardise health.

Benefits of certification of the occupational health and safety management system according to ISO 45001

- Demonstration of a commitment to ensuring and improving occupational health and safety system adopted at all levels and by people at all positions in the organisation, particularly by the top management;
- Demonstration of a systematic reduction in risks or hazards jeopardising safety and health of all persons affected by organisation's activities, products or services;
- Reducing occurrence of occupational diseases and job-related injuries;
- Minimising costs caused by workplace accidents;
- Demonstrating commitment to meeting legal and regulation requirements related to occupational health and safety;
- A created self-controlling system responding flexibly to changes in legislation and safety requirements as well as changes inside the organisation (for instance those derived from
Offer of CQS services

- Situation audits
- Certification audits (two-stepped), recertification audits
- Audits conducted in the English, German or Russian languages
- CQS certificates and IQNet international certificates

Address

CQS
Prosecká 412/74
190 00 Praha 9 - Prosek
Czech Republic

Contact persons

Head of CQS certification body
Dipl. Ing. Jana Olšanská  jolsanska@cqs.cz
can inform you about CQS certification procedures, certification terms and conditions and
technical matters during certification

Secretary to CQS certification body
Dipl. Ing. Lenka Adamčíková  ladamcikova@cqs.cz
can inform you about CQS certification procedures, administrative and organisational
matters during certification
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